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Abstract

Generally natural rubber latex (NRL) allergy is detected after some exposition to the material. As NRL is commonly found in different materials used daily in dental clinic, the allergy can be manifested in the pediatric dentistry clinic. The first clinical manifestation can be smooth but also severe, therefore it is important to know different manifestations and how to prevent them. Objective: Report two clinical cases of natural rubber latex allergy in children and to present the safety measures that must be taken during clinical assistance, as using metallic saliva ejector, vinyl gloves for the treatment procedures and as an option to rubber dam. Cases Report: Case 1- Patient presented body swellings after contact with latex. Case 2- Patient presented skin eruptions and urticaria after contact with balloons suggesting possible NRL allergy. Conclusions: The precautions must always be taken during the dental treatment of natural rubber latex allergic patients in order to achieve satisfactory results by avoiding dermatitis or even anaphylactic shock.
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**Introduction**

Natural rubber latex is found in different materials used daily in dental clinic, such as in gloves, rubber dam and in others products that children are put in contact during treatment, such as pacifiers, baby bottle, balloons, among others (1). Despite coming from a tropical tree, the “Hevia brasilienses”, the manufacturing process of the NRL comprises the addition of many chemical products to the raw material. Those additions are made in order, to determine the texture, color and elasticity (2) of the final product. For that reason the likelihood of NRL allergic patient to develop hypersensitivity reactions during or after dental procedures is high.

The NRL gloves can also present some organic agents, such as funguses, liquens and different kinds of proteins. It can also be manufactured without proper hygiene conditions. It have been reported even a case that a dentist found a fly processed into the glove (3).

The gloves are used by the dentist to reduce cross infection, therefore, protecting both the patient and the dentist. The use of gloves is also necessary when chemical products used for cleaning and disinfection are employed (4).

Over 29% of dentists reported dried and sore hands after using latex procedures gloves. Despite such symptoms of contact dermatitis are considered by most dentists as a simple reaction, recently, the reports of “real allergies” have risen in number (3).

An evaluation of NRL allergy prevalence among 34 professionals in a dental clinic found out that 12% of them presented some NRL-related allergy demonstrated by medical tests (5).

There are three common cases of reactions to latex exposure: irritative dermatitis and hypersensitivity of type IV and type I, being the latter the most serious reaction. The irritative dermatitis, a non immunological reaction, is the most common effect and refers to the process that occurs when the superficial skin presents signs of dryness or irritation when in contact with NRL. Consequently, due to skin rash, the NRL proteins can be easily absorbed, worsening the problem.

The type IV hypersensitivity is an immunological, late and localized reaction. Such a symptom is motivated by the body response to the chemical additives used in NRL manufacturing process. Between 48 and 96 hours after the contact, erithema, itching and even bubbles similar to the irritative dermatitis can be found. Those symptoms can continue for weeks or months, leading to bacterial contamination (6). In order to differentiate the IV hypersensitivity from the irritative dermatitis the diagnosis should be done through allergic contact test.

The type I hypersensitivity is of rare occurrence. Additionally, it is an immediate reaction and modulated by the IgE, differently of the type IV hypersensitivity. Similarly to after bite insect reaction, medicines or food intake, it occurs from 2 to 3 minutes after contact and is caused by NRL proteins, rather than to chemical additives (7). Symptoms range from local allergy signs, dizziness, laryngeal swelling, palpitation, bronchoespasms, low blood pressure, anaphylaxis to death in extreme cases (8).

The variation of quantity and quality of proteins present in NRL products determines the different types of allergic reactions (9).

Repeated exposures to an antigen can increase the sensitivity to the agent (9). Burke et al. (10) reported 3 clinical cases of latex glove allergy, confirmed by allergic tests, after dental procedures. In one of the cases, the patient reported asthma, eczema and allergic reactions after eating melon, watermelon, banana, chocolate and aspirin intake (7). The patient history can be used as an auxiliary instrument to avoid allergic problems.

Some patients should be considered as high risk group, such as patients with spina bifida, urologic alterations, premature birth, mental alterations, cerebral palsy and patients who had undergone multiple numbers of surgeries. All professionals that use latex gloves should be considered as high risk for allergic reaction (8,11). Any person with suspect of allergy should consult an allergist or dermatologist to have allergic tests done.

Patients considered sensitive to NRL should receive special care to guarantee a safe dental treatment. Huber and Terezhalmy (12) stated that such individuals should be treated with vinyl gloves beyond being the first patients assisted in the day to avoid high levels of latex proteins in the dental office air. In order to facilitate the rubber dam technique for allergic patients, Ireland (13) suggested the use of vinyl gloves after having them cut in the half and having the fingers removed. This way, it is possible to obtain a dam similar to the regular rubber dam, nevertheless, with less elasticity.

This report describes two clinical cases of natural rubber latex allergy patients’ treatment, demonstrating simple precautions that must be taken for adequate and safe results.

**Cases report**

**Case 1**

Patient A.J.J.M., female, nine years old. During the anamnesis, the mother mentioned that the child presented NRL allergy. The first contact with latex happened on her first birthday party through a balloon, resulting in swellings on her body. According to mother’s report, the child presented three other strong reactions after contact with latex gloves and elastic band when she was submitted to laboratorial blood tests which proved the NRL allergy. Her mother also said that she could not use medicines containing acetaminophen or aspirin, besides presenting dust allergy and bronchitis crises.

In order to obtain a safe treatment, vinyl gloves were
used for professional safety by the dentist and to create an alternative rubber dam technique. No other containing latex materials were used (Fig. 1-3).

Case 2
Patient B.C.B., female, five years old reported dental pain when chewing. During anamnesis, skin eruptions and urticaria were reported when the child had contact with balloons suggesting possible NRL allergy. However, after laboratory examinations, the result was negative.

In spite of the negative allergic results, but taken into consideration the reactions noticed and reported by the mother, the professional’s choice was to use vinyl gloves for the treatment (Fig. 4-6).

Discussion
To be considered safe, dental treatment needs some precautions, which sometimes are neglected by dentists. Obtaining a credible medical history is the first step for the NRL allergic patient’s diagnosis. During anamnesis the patient or responsible should be asked about the risk of using materials containing NRL.
According to Mehra and Hunter (11), people who suffer from spina bifida, urologic modifications, premature birth, mental retard, cerebral paralysis or patients who passed through many surgeries are more sensitive to latex allergy. Therefore, patients presenting rhinitis, asthma or food allergy should be informed that atopic, hands dermatitis and certain food allergies are risky factors when associated to latex.

Duration and magnitude of any symptom of allergic reaction, local or systemic, should also be investigated. Reports of dermatitis, swelling, redness and irritation confined to latex contact area are important to differentiate patients with hypersensitivity type IV or type I (12).

After medical diagnosis of irritant dermatitis and hypersensitivity type IV, the dental treatment should be done avoiding all NRL products (1). If there is doubt regarding to the presence of NRL in the product, the manufacturer should be contacted. Type I hypersensitivity treatment is based on severe degree reaction. Mild reactions can be treated with antihistamines and corticosteroids and case of asthmatic reaction with bronchodilator in addition to the removal of the natural rubber latex contact (6).

In case 1, the patient was diagnosed with irritative dermatitis after exposed to NRL allergy test, which required special care, such as alternative latex rubber dam, metallic saliva ejector and attention with anesthetic tube. The use of alternative latex rubber dam with vinyl glove should be done (13). By 1997, Martin et al. (14), selected 17 brands of rubber sheets in order to exam proteins and compare with those known to be allergenic. All sheets showed a protein with molecular weight 14, potentially allergenic, and were found up to 9 different types of proteins on the same sheet.

The gloves used by dentists are made of latex, therefore other options are preferable when treating allergic patients. Hamann et al. (15) affirm that there are more than 200 types of products added to latex gloves, among them some very allergenic, such as accelerators and antioxidants, that can cause type IV hypersensitive.

On the other hand, it is common that parents report that the child is allergic to some substance, food, animals or other, even without the allergic test, because, at some point they have observed skin reactions (usually eruptions) in contact area. In case 2, the patient had no medical diagnosis of latex allergy, but the mother reported that contact with any material containing NRL caused face swelling. Until the final diagnosis is defined by allergic test, dental professional should avoid using latex containing materials, because even if the hypersensitivity previously presented was mild, for example irritative dermatitis, it is known that repeated exposures can increase the sensitivity (9).

Antihistaminic or corticosteroid medications were not prescribed for the reported patients because there was no diagnosis of type I hypersensitivity. It is noteworthy that pre-medication can reduce the severity of allergic response; however, this should never be considered as an alternative to removing latex contact (6).

The desensitization method for treatment of NRL allergic patients is considered safe and effective. This method is based on contact removal of all containing latex materials and food that may cause allergic reaction (kiwi, nuts, tomatoes, bananas, among others), leading to controlled contact, initially for 10 seconds, increasing by 1 hour, for 1 year. But Taylor and Erkek (8) pointed out that this method should not be applied to type I allergic reactions.

When adequate precautions are taken during treatment of latex allergic patients, the result is satisfactory, avoiding dermatitis and anaphylactic shock, which despite being rare, can happen.

The latex is a natural rubber widely used in dental clinics’ routine, which can lead to different types of allergic reactions in sensible patients. Moreover, it presents chemical additives that enhance the development of the hypersensitivity reactions. When treating potential latex allergic patients, professional must ensure some relatively simple precautions to avoid problems in the treatment.
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